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LIVE THE MIRACLE  
and 

BE THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD! 

How would you celebrate your freedom? It would depend on what 
freedom means to you at the time you experience it. Most of us probably 
don’t celebrate our freedom daily, unless feel like we’ve gained some 
profound degree of freedom we’ve been struggling to attain. For some, 
freedom might mean getting free from a job they’ve had to endure for 
years just to barely provide for their family with no chance for 
advancement. Then, suddenly they find themselves the recipient of an 
unexpected windfall and they no longer have to worry about working 
themselves to the bones. I’m sure such a person would joyously celebrate 
their miracle and newfound freedom from drudgery and back-breaking 
work. They might experience enormous gratitude for their freedom for 
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some time to come.

Someone who had spent years in prison wrongly accused and convicted for something they 
never did would mostly likely experience indescribable relief, when they are released from 
their incarceration after new incontrovertible evidence fully exonerates them. If a person 
facing certain-death due to having an incurable condition suddenly experiences a miraculous 
healing, there’s no doubt that they will rejoice in gratitude and relief in having been spared 
what appeared to be their only outcome. Yet, is relief from a terrifying fate, no matter how 
extraordinary it might be, true freedom?

I, for one, would never even consider taking away one moment of celebrating anyone’s 
experience of such profound relief—or even a minor one—but, it’s not ultimately the 
experience of true freedom, is it? Just as peace is not the experience of the absence of 
violence or conflicts, but a true presence of loving stillness and undivided joy, freedom is not 
merely an absence of external control, injustice, or terror. Freedom is the never-ending 
certainty of the Infinite Absolute.

Spirit, of course, is always and forever free. Undivided in its nature, Spirit is eternal and 
without any limits. We are that Spirit, each and every one of us incarnated here in this 
divided world. Yet, being incarnated in a body in this divided world as undivided Spirit is 
quite the conundrum, isn’t it? The moment we enter into a human body-mind here, we are 
bombarded with sensory perception data based on a divided, binary algorithm. At first, it 
doesn’t seem to matter whether we want all that input or not. It’s like we’re force-fed the 
information: In a way, it says to our native awareness, “Welcome to the world. This defines 
your new reality.” 

Let’s say that you were living in a place cradled in the most tranquil and beautiful nature for 
years. You would experience that as your norm, your reality. Then, suddenly, your peaceful 
home becomes the target for some despot, who declares war against your place and people, 
seeking to claim all of it as their possession. Gunfire and massive explosions become your 
daily existence. Does a major part of your awareness get focused on the incessant violence 
and threat on your very survival? What happened to your experience of that tranquil and 
beautiful home of yours? It is still there, but the cacophony and destruction of war 
overwhelms your senses, and after a while, the beauty and peace you were accustomed to 
becomes a distant memory and no longer your reality.

If you hold to my teachings, you are really my disciples. 
Then you will know the truth and truth will set you free. 

- Jesus 



Incarnating here in this world is a bit like that. It’s easy to lose our awareness of what our 
true reality is, always has been, and will always be, when we are suddenly thrust into a 
mind-body that perceives the divided world as the only reality. Then, our first order of 
business seems to be learning to survive in it. Hypnotized by this worldly video game we’ve 
entered into, as one of several billion avatars playing the game, we tend to forget that we 
are only in made-up world to play and learn. That we are infinite, eternal, and immortal 
creative spirit becomes a faint memory to us. All of our bodily organs of sense perception 
continuously feed us the apparent reality of the video game world, much like a player might 
experience when wearing virtual reality goggles. Absorbed in the fantasy world, they may 
forget the reality of their living room and everyday life.

The best news is, however, that truth 
seeps through the veil of the illusory 
world for those of us who sincerely seek 
it. Beyond the illusion of the game, never-
changing truth and reality shine on. As 
Jesus said, “He who has ears, let him hear.” 
We could perhaps add to that, “To all 
those who have eyes, let them see.” Once 
we sneak a glimpse beyond the virtual reality of the game world, we begin to realize that 
there is a reality far more important than that of spending our daily life trying to gain the 
whole world—or even a small part of it. “What if a man gain the whole world and lose his 
own soul?” Once we begin to deprogram ourselves from the conviction that the virtual 
world is reality, we become committed to seeking out the truth of who we are, where we are 
from, and for what purpose we are here. Intuitively we know that truth will set us free and 
we embark upon our path of freedom.

In the beginning, we may still seek freedom by trying to free ourselves from external 
control or pain and suffering. Yet, as we progress on our path, we begin to discover that 

freedom doesn’t come from us trying to free ourselves from 
whatever we might believe is controlling or limiting us in some 
way. We gradually begin to realize that freedom is what we 
already have as spirit. We just have to experience the reality of 
our God-given freedom and relate to this illusory world with 
that certainty. Then, we learn to own our invincibility in this 
dream world—just as we discover that nothing in a dream 
during our sleep state can harm us.

If this whole world is but a dream or a hyper-realistic video 

One who neither hates nor desires the fruits of  his activities 
is known to be always renounced. Such a person, free from 

all dualities, easily overcomes material bondage. And is 
completed liberated, O mighty-armed Arjuna. 

- Krishna, Bhagavad Gita 5:3



game, what makes our sensory perception of it 
convince us that it is reality and not merely an 
illusion? It seems to exist and function on repeatable 
cycles of causes and effects. For example, whenever 
you successfully pick up a golden coin in the game, 
you always get an extra boost of energy. But if you 
don’t collect enough gold coins during a set period of 
game play, you die. There appears to be an irrefutable 
law that governs the world as well. To every action, there 
is an equal and opposite reaction. It appears that all of 
those laws require a certain underlying structure or 
organization to work consistently. It seems that the 
basic foundation of our experience of living in this 
world is predicated upon our experience of the 
passage of time and that of movement through 
space. We assume that there is aways a yesterday and 
a tomorrow to our experience of today. We are 
constantly experiencing moving through space. Even 
if we are sitting perfectly still in one space, if we are 
breathing, our upper body is moving an inch or more 
from one space to another with each cycle of 
respiration. Time and space seem to be a solid 
foundation upon which our worldly reality is built.

While we dream during our sleep, we experience 
everything as reality, complete with the passage of 
time and movement through space. Even if we have 
no clue as to what we were supposedly “doing” before we started dreaming in the middle of 
some story action, we assume that there was a past and we are moving forward to our 
future. It’s only when we begin to question what we were doing before our awareness of 
our dream action and for what purpose we are doing what we seem to be doing in the 
dream that the seeming “reality” of the dream begins to collapse. The moment the dream 
reality no longer stands up to our scrutiny, we can become lucid within our dreaming. We 
step out of the experience of the passage of time and the movement through space. We 
discover the total clarity and certainty that our experience is nothing but a dream and not 
reality. We are in the quiet and joyous stillness beyond time and space. We’ve entered into 
the eternal present and transcended the illusion of our dream as reality. We realize our 
complete freedom that has always been ours even if we continue to be in the dream. We are 

Part Four: Time and Eternity 

NO rack can torture me, 
My soul’s at liberty. 
Behind this mortal bone 
There knits a bolder one 
   
You cannot prick with saw, 

         
Nor rend with scymitar. 
Two bodies therefore be; 
Bind one, and one will flee. 
   
The eagle of  his nest 
No easier divest 

         
And gain the sky, 

Than mayest thou, 
   
Except thyself  may be 
Thine enemy; 
Captivity is consciousness, 

         
So’s liberty. 

	 - Emily Dickinson



no longer a hostage to our dreaming, to the video game, to the world. We discover that we 
may be in the world, but that we were never of it.

Thus, the 2023 SHAPE Clairvoyance and 
Trancemediumship Mastery Course is titled, Space-
Time Transcen-Dance: Celebrating Your Joyous 
Freedom. We cannot transcend time and space in 
doom and gloom or any seriousness devoid of the 

true joyous celebration of eternal life. We need to happily dance our way beyond the 
apparent certainty of time and space. Remember from our previous Mastery Course: Our 
essential psychic make-up is, Beingness, Awareness, Joy. There is no other way for us to 
restore ourselves to our intrinsic freedom as spirit without celebrating our joyous freedom 
no matter what the world seems to tell us. It’s time to Transcen-Dance our way to it 
together!

Scroll down and enjoy perusing the titles for all 33 of our 2022 SHAPE Mastery Course 
Zoom-classes, 2 SHAPE Retreats (plus the 4 pre-& post-retreat Zoom-seminars), and 2 
Weekend Intensives listed below for a sneak-peak at what your new course for 2023 offers.

May the Light of Truth continue to clear your vision and the Love of God open you to your 
joyous self.

With gratitude, love, and joyful enthusiasm,

Michael

⬇ SCROLL DOWN ⬇

Forgive and you are free.  

- Jenny C. Bell, In The Cave of My Heart: Poems
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☆ The 2023 SHAPE Mastery Course Curriculum ☆ 

33 Zoom-Classes, March Weekend Intensive, 2 Retreat Intensives (each with a Pre-
Retreat and Post-Retreat Zoom-Seminar) and the Christmas Celebration Weekend 

Intensive 

1 - Freedom: Just Another Word for Nothing Left to Lose? 
2 - The Ego Made Me Do It! Regaining Your Seniority 
3 - Truth: The Great Escape 
4 - There are More Things in Heaven and Earth: The Joy of Creation
5 - The Secret of Asking: The Ownership of Power
6 - Havingness Beyond Limits

7 - Paradise Lost: The Anatomy of Loss
8 - Trompe l’Oeil (Trick of the Eye): The Illusion of Loss
9 - Havingness: Grief Relief
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Forgiveness is the key to action and freedom. 
               - Hannah Arendt, Philosopher, Author, Holocaust Survivor
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March Weekend Intensive -
Beyond Bliss: Dancing to the Power of Eternal Life

10 - Reality Check: The Great Awakening & Transformation
11 - Letting Go: Letting Bygones Be Bygones
12 - Havingness: You Are That You Are!

13 - Havingness of Your Power
14 - Living The Unconditional Life
15 - Loving Yourself Anyway

16 - The Building Blocks of Time, Space, and Energy
17 - Ancient Intergalactic Soap Operas
18 - Overcoming The Time Barons: Freedom from Temporal Warfare

Pre-Retreat TeleSeminar - 
Seeing What You’re Not Seeing

June Retreat Intensive - 
Space-Time Transcen-Dance: From Magic to Miracles

Post-Retreat TeleSeminar - 
Showdown at the E-Go Corral!

19 - Karma & Designer Genes
20 - Hi-Gene! Therapy
21 - Genetic Healing

22 - Your Third Chakra: Gateway Between Heaven & Earth
23 - Havingness of Control
24 - Deprogramming The Threshold

25 - Having The Joy of Awareness
26 - Becoming Aware of Your Unconscious Resistance

These things I have spoken unto you, that in me you might 
have peace. In the world you shall have tribulation: But be 

of  good cheer, I have overcome the world. 
- Jesus



27 - Undoing Your Unconscious Resistance

28 - Your Fifth Chakra: Havingness of Will
29 - Ego: The Terrorist Within
30 - Deprogramming Your Will From Collective Control

Pre-Retreat TeleSeminar - Rumors of God, Truth of God

October Retreat Intensive - 
Paradise Regained: Amazing Grace

Costume Soul Celebration Theme: Come as the Lighthouse in the Dark Night of 
Transformation

Post-Retreat TeleSeminar - Lighting The Way With Grace

31 - An Eye for an Eye Makes the Whole World Blind
32 - Forgiveness: The Awareness of Truth
33 - Truth Sets You Free, Loving Keeps You Free

December Christmas Celebration Weekend Intensive
Christ & The Holy Spirit

December Christmas Gift Zoom-Seminar
TBA
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